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Note
A federal judge dismissed my class action complaint by claiming the defendants weren't served properly.  While I could not physically serve all the Defendants, nor do corporations conspicuously post who we are to serve or the location when trying to hold them responsible.  As anyone can see I did hire legal process servers to serve some of the defendants.  The process server I hired in Washington to serve the murderer James Joy (I suspect is a mass murderer due to the fact of the practiced method of the personal attempt on my life and the death rate caused by hospital staff across America and the other victims who testified the practice of murdering citizens in hospitals is nationwide.)  as I was stating that process server was threatened by hospital staff when attempting to serve James Joy.  Hospitals in America are profit driven and when they can make more money by killing unsuspecting citizens and then harvesting their organs, a eugenic minded government backing them, we have seen mass murderers (CNN) go free.  Citizens are now in danger from mass corruption, greed and eugenics.  But a federal judge dismissed the action based that the defendants weren't served.  Is any one else as incredulous as I am?!  I'm telling a federal judge that American citizens are being tortured and murdered in American hospitals! The defendants including attorney generals of both states in which medical professionals are personally involved in the conspiracy to murder me were just some of the defendants notified and they responded with demands that I PAY them for daring to notify them that citizens in their states were being murdered and the police participated in the cover up!  (They did far worse, the corruption is massive, we MUST stand up for our rights and our lives now!)  As any can see some of the defendants were legally notified and the judge still dismissed by falsely alleging not so.  The ones that received the complaints by mail filed motions to dismiss indicating they were factually served.  Copies of service were given both clerks of court.  While my allegations are extreme, I HAVE PROOF!  doesn't anyone care that American citizens are being murdered in our nations hospitals and not one governing authority has investigated or prosecuted!  This is a HOLOCAUST! MORE THAN A MILLION AMERICANS ARE BEING SLAUGHTERED EVERY YEAR IN OUR HOSPITALS AND NO ONE IS CONCERNED?!  WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU?! DON'T YOU REALIZE THAT YOU, YOUR CHILDREN, EVERYONE WILL PROBABLY VISIT A HOSPITAL IN THEIR LIFETIME?!  THIS IS SERIOUS! I HAVE PROOF!  SOMEONE SOME LEGAL FIRM, AND SOME RIGHTEOUS AUTHORITIES HELP SAVE LIVES! PLEASE!














































































































































































































































